Medical gymnastics, the practice of curing disease or promoting health by muscular movement, has a long history. It goes back to the Classical ideal of humoral balance, according to which exercise dried and purged the heavy, soggy body that resulted from too much food. This concept of harmonious human excellence was re-created in the Renaissance, and a vogue for self-improvement developed. Inevitably, this became a vogue for the improvement of others, particularly children. There arose a mechanical science of movement, as knowledge of the musculoskeletal system became more sophisticated. The arts of orthopaedics and physiotherapy were born, and the deformed were reformed by manipulation. At the same time there was an increasing eamestness about the exercising of the already fit, and first military cadets and schoolboys and then the general public were jollied into mass gymnastics. There was a particular concern with the health of the round-shouldered, palecheeked, shallow-chested, city-dwelling, offilceworking masses, and they were encouraged to exert themselves and breathe deeply. The exercise culture of today began to take shape. In this present book, Michael Hagner, one of the brightest and most original historians of science now working in Germany, puts forth the claim that the monstrous has its own specific history. Building on the work of Lorraine Daston and Katherine Park, Hagner shows in the brilliant theoretical essay which opens the volume how the monstrous constructs itself and is constructed to fulfil a series of different social, psychological, and critical needs in each age. Each age inherits its monsters, but each age also shapes its monsters.
The rest of the volume provides a series of detailed sketches for this general thesis. Josef N Neumann reads the relationship between birth defects and the monstrous as a seeking after an ideal type. His question is whether birth defects (the real) model the monstrous (the imaginary) or vice-versa? His discussion of classical aesthetic norms is absolutely the space in which to examine this question, as it is the implicit "realism" of these norms which still makes such representations the image of the real world. I went to the Pergamon Altar in Berlin with a friend the other day and we were both struck by how "real" the representations were-they looked "like people". And they did because we had so internalized these aesthetic norms as the real. Neumann's piece is a perfect introduction to the specific problems of how each age uses the norms of the past for its own purposes.
Roberto Zapperi's essay on a "wild man" represented in a work by Agostino Carracci reads the history of "wildness" in the figure of the be-haired man and woman. This reading provides a clear, early modern case of the overlap between "wildness" in a colonial sense (the wild man is supposedly from the Canary Islands) and facial hair. The only problem with this essay is that the painting Zapperi discusses also represents a dwarf and a mad man; he does not relate his notion of a colonial model of the monstrous (Caliban) to either, which he could easily have done. Javier Moscoso discusses the naturalizing of the monstrous in the Enlightenment, and Hagner, himself,
